
Vaccines: What to Expect 
Thank you for attending Midland Humane Coalition's Shot & Microchip Clinic.  It is common for 
some pets to experience the following side effects after receiving a vaccine.  If these last for 
more than 1-2 days, or cause your pet significant discomfort, it is important for you to contact 
your veterinarian: 
             * Discomfort & local swelling at the vaccination site 
             * Mild fever 
             * Decreased appetite & activity 
Serious, less common side effects, may occur within minutes to hours after vaccination. These 
reactions can be life-threatening & are medical emergencies.  Call your veterinarian 
immediately if any of these signs develop: 
            * Persistent vomiting or diarrhea 
            * Itchy skin that may seem bumpy ("hives") 
            * Swelling of muzzle & around face, neck, or eyes 
            * Severe coughing or difficulty breathing 
 

Reference - Vaccinations: What to expect after your pet's vaccination. Retrieved April 5, 2016, from https://www.avma.org 

Vaccine Schedule: Dogs & Puppies 
Contact a veterinarian to schedule your pup's next set of shots.  Dogs & puppies, are not 
protected until 2 WEEKS AFTER they have completed all shots & boosters, & SHOULD NOT be 
taken into PUBLIC until then. 
      PUPPIES: Start Puppy Shots as early as 6 weeks or once when fully weaned. 

Set 1 - DAPPv+L4 
Set 2 (+2 weeks) - DAPPv+L4 Booster 
Set 3 (min age 12 weeks) (+2 weeks) - DAPPv+L4 & Intra-Trac 3 Boosters 
Set 4 (min age 4 months) (+1 month) - DAPPv+L4, Intra-Trac 3, & Rabies 

DOGS: 
* DAPPv+L4, Intra-Trac 3, & Rabies (to be given yearly in adult dogs) 
* Dogs (+1 month) - DAPPv+L4 & Intra-Trac 3 Booster (Dogs which have not been 
regularly vaccinated or are receiving their vaccinations for the first time will need a 
booster one month from receiving vaccines.) 

Vaccine Schedule: Cats & Kittens 
Contact a veterinarian to schedule your kitty’s next set of shots.  Cats & kittens are not 
protected until 2 WEEKS AFTER they have completed all shots & boosters, & SHOULD NOT be 
allowed into PUBLIC until then. 

KITTENS 
* Set 1 (once weaned) - FVRCP+FELV 
* Set 2 (+2 weeks) - FVRCP+FELV Booster 
* Set 3 (+2 weeks) - FVRCP+FELV Booster 
* Set 4 (min age 4 months) (+1 month) - FVRCP+FELV & Rabies 

CATS 
* FVRCP+FELV & Rabies (to be given yearly in adult cats) 
* Cats (+1 month) - FVRCP+FELV Booster (Cats which have not been regularly vaccinated 
or are receiving their vaccinations for the first time will need a booster one month from 
receiving vaccines.) 

https://www.avma.org/


 

Thank you for attending Midland Humane Coalition’s Shot & Microchip Clinic. We 

know that vaccinations are difficult to keep up with and can be expensive.  That’s 

why we are dedicated connecting you to the resources you need to keep your pet 

healthy. 

We have included your pet’s shot records, please take this with you to future vet 

appointments and shot clinics.  If this was your pet’s first set of shots, or if your pet 

has not been regularly vaccinated, they will need a booster of the shots they 

received within one month to be fully protected – please contact your veterinarian 

to schedule this appointment.    

As you probably already know, there are not enough homes for all of the 

accidental and even planned litters of puppies & kittens in our community.  Last 

year alone, there were over 2,480 dogs and cats euthanized in Midland– that’s 

over 200 pets per month.  In order to combat the unnecessary euthanization of 

these adoptable, but undervalued puppies and kittens, please spay &/or neuter 

your pet(s). 

To help with the cost of spaying/neutering your pet, the City of Midland offers a 

$70 voucher to all citizens who live within the city limits.  Please call Midland 

Animal Services at 432-685-7420 or visit http://www.midlandtexas.gov/258/Spay-

Neuter-Voucher-Requirements for more information on how to receive this 

valuable offer.   

 


